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Your English No. 50 – Inventing a Solar Pump (Part One) 

Action Words In CVs – A Story – Pair Work Sheet 
 
First paragraph: 
You are the “teacher”. Read this part to your partner. Be sure to pronounce the past tense 
ending <ed> of regular verbs correctly: /d/, /t/ or /Id/.  
 

“A woman engineer is speaking about her work for a humanitarian organization” 
 
First we compiled a list of web sites. Then I drafted an email and attached photos of our 
prototype. I wrote to several NGOs, explained about the project and asked them to help us 
find funding. They transmitted the plans to several electricity companies. Finally, two 
companies agreed, and they assisted us when we implemented our project.  
 
Now read this same part to your partner leaving pauses for him/her to repeat.  
 
First we compiled / a list of web sites. / Then I drafted an email / and attached photos of 
our prototype. / I wrote to several NGOs, / explained about the project / and asked them 
to help us find funding. / They transmitted the plans / to several electricity companies. / 
Finally, two companies agreed, / and they assisted us / when we implemented our project.  
 
Ask your partner the questions below. (Your partner should try to answer in complete 
sentences and use as many as possible of the words in the answers that followed, which 
are given in the recording. In case of problems, give him/her some hints.) 
 

1. What did they compile? - They compiled a list of websites. 
2. What did the engineer draft? - She drafted an email. 
3. What did she attach? - She attached photos of their prototype. 
4. Who did she write to? - She wrote to several NGOs. 
5. What did she explain? - She explained about the project.  
6. What did she ask them to do? - She asked them to help her find funding. 
7. Who did the NGOs transmit the plans to? - The NGOs transmitted the plans to 

several electricity companies. 
8. How many companies agreed to help? - Two companies agreed to help. 
9. When did they assist the engineers? - They assisted them when they implemented 

the project. 
 
Second paragraph: Switch roles and listen to the 2nd paragraph of the story.  
 
Three months later we transported our equipment to a port, and it then was transferred to 
Africa by boat. We set up our first series of pumps in a very remote village. We provided 
the inhabitants with detailed documents. When we had fixed the equipment as planned, 
we even traced drawings on wooden boards that we placed in the sand. The villagers 
soon operated the pumps on their own.  
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Now read this same part to your partner leaving pauses for him/her to repeat. Be sure 
you pronounce the past tense endings of verbs correctly. If in doubt ask your teacher. 
	  
Three months later / we transported our equipment to a port, / and it then was transferred 
to Africa / by boat. / We set up our first series of pumps / in a very remote village. / We 
provided the inhabitants / with detailed documents. / When we had fixed the equipment / 
as planned, / we even traced drawings / on wooden boards / that we placed in the sand. / 
The villagers soon operated the pumps / on their own.  
 
Ask your partner the questions below. (Your partner should try to answer in complete 
sentences and use as many as possible of the words in the answers that followed, which 
are given in the recording. In case of problems, give him/her some hints.) 
 
When did they transport their equipment? - They transported it three months later. 
Where did they transport their equipment? - They transported it to a port. 
How did they transfer it to Africa? - They transferred it to Africa by boat. 
Where did they set up their first pumps? - They set up their first pumps in a very remote 
 village. 
What did they provide the inhabitants with? - They provided them with detailed 
 documents.  
What did they trace on wooden boards? - They traced drawings on wooden boards. 
Where did they place the wooden boards? - They placed the wooden boards in the sand. 
What did the villagers soon do on their own? - The villagers soon operated the pumps on 
 their own.

Third paragraph: Switch roles and do the final continuous and spaced readings of 
this 3rd paragraph.  
 
All the families in the village / were so happy / that they prepared a big party / for our 
team. / They spread out / all the food they had / and invited us to join them. / When I 
returned home, / I reported on this adventure / in a scientific publication. / The experience 
had made me very happy. / I had created with my team / a solar pump / that solved the 
problem of providing drinking water / in the middle of the desert. / Now the villagers in 
this remote area / would have fresh water / in sufficient quantities. / In my article / I said I 
wanted to thank / all the people / who had coordinated with me / and thus contributed / to 
the success of the project. 
 
Ask your partner the questions below. (Answers should many of the words below.) 
 
1. What did the families prepare for the team? - They prepared a big party for them. 
2. What did they spread out? - They spread out all the food they had. 
3. What did they invite the engineers to do? - They invited the engineers to join them. 
4. Where did the woman who is telling the story report on this adventure? - She reported 

on it in a scientific publication. 
5. Why had it made her so happy? - She had created a solar pump that solved a problem. 
6. What problem did the solar pump solve? - It solved the problem of providing drinking 

water in the desert. 
7. Who did she want to thank? She wanted to thank the people who had coordinated with 

her and contributed to the success of the project. 
 
If you want to perfect your oral grammar, go to the series “QualityTime-ESL Podcasts”. 


